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Drum Planter
Designed by Tait
The smooth geometry of Drum defines this series of planters, ideal for bringing green life
into a space, at home or work, outdoors or in. Available in three sizes and a spectrum of
colours, Drum Planters are striking stand-alone pieces but really make a statement when
grouped together.
Drum planters feature drainage holes in their base so you can plant directly into it, or if
using indoors we provide a mulch plate and flower buckets to plant into. Drum Planters have
the option of concealed castors for easy mobility, or risers to keep the planter stationary.
Spanning commercial to residential and hospitality to corporate applications, Drum Planters
are designed for outdoor use, but are equally at home indoors.
All Tait pieces are made locally and come with a 5-year warranty.

Small
400mm Dia x 550mm H
1 x Ø300mm Flower Bucket

Medium
600mm Dia x 450mm H
3 x Ø200mm Flower Bucket

Large
750mm Dia x 650mm H
1 x Ø300mm Flower Bucket
5 x Ø140mm Flower Bucket

Materials
Aluminium sheet.
Stainless steel castors.
Aluminium risers.

Flower Bucket

Mulch Plate

Mulch Plates Explained
Mulch plates have been created to allow for varied planting and ease
of watering. Mulch plates nestle in the top of the planter and are precut to fit standard sized flower buckets1 (supplied). Simply plant into the
buckets provided, sit into the holes and cover with mulch2.

Drum Planter

1. Flower buckets have no drainage holes ensuring no leakage or
dripping onto carpet indoors.

Riser

Castor

Riser

2. For commercial environments we recommend seeking professional
planting advice.
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